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much further than detective tales. Again, the justification
of the inclusion of geography and history in the curriculum
for children leaving school as early as fourteen is that by
good teaching of these subjects we can help them to live
more sympathetically, and so imaginatively, in the world
of to-day.
This growth of knowledge is the most potent factor in
distinguishing the child's early sensitiveness to the feeling
tone of others from the adult's sympathetic understanding
of another's position. The adult, who is sensitive, still
feels what others are feeling, or at the greatest moment of
ignorance at least senses a feeling of tension, but he also
can with very little help understand the problem and do
his best to straighten it out.
To be able to grasp the facts, to distinguish relevant
from irrelevant data in any difficult situation is, of course,
of great importance, and one of the most important parts
of education is to acquire the adequate training for reasoned
judgements. But unless there is the sympathetic imagin-
ation which enables a man to feel, in some measure, how
the other man is feeling, his knowledge may have only an
academic value or may urge him to unprofitable action.
Thus if an Englishman cannot feel how the French regard
the Germans and how the Germans regard all the Great
Powers, though his knowledge of European history be
colossal he will not be able to act as a good European.
The statement that the wider a man's sympathies, the
wider his interests, could as truthfully be stated, the wider
his interests, the wider his sympathies, if every effort were
made to achieve sympathetic understanding and conduct
throughout his training.
Imaginative Thought
This label, attached to the type of imagination exem^S-
fed by the man who uses ideas as the material with wfeidi
to construct new thought, is not happy. But the

